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This paper presents a new version of the RAQM model. The previous model has been used to study a variety of regional air quality problems in East Asia. This new version has a much improved aerosol module, with a very nice capability to track different mixtures of aerosols. This implementation tracks 4 mixtures – aitken; accumulation; soot aggregates; and coarse. The model predictions for a full year simulation (2008) is tested/evaluated using various observations from EANET and other sources.

The paper nicely describes the model and presents the evaluation of composition, mass and size (PM1;PM2.5;PM10). These results shows that the model has skill similar to other contemporary models and this is the sort of information one needs to
present and publish when introducing a new model (version).

I think the paper would be stronger if more discussion is focused on the calculated mixing state information. They present interesting results in figures 4 and 6 regarding how the various species and mixed within the categories and how they vary by season. There is no data to compare the mixtures to, but this aspect represents a unique aspect of the model. They have some discussions along these lines, but more is possible. For example can some analysis be done to show how the mixtures change as they move away from the source regions and pass into the marine environment? It would be interesting to discuss in more detail the mixtures containing soot. How do these mixtures vary by region/season? This sort of discussion would add new science element to the paper.
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